PUBLIC NOTICE

Despite the third round counseling/ verification of documents for engagement of Guest Teachers in the District WEST-B, few seats of various subjects in various categories are lying vacant for engagement of Guest teachers in District WEST-B.

- All the candidates who had applied on-line in the District WEST-B for their engagement as Guest Teacher for the academic session 2014-2015 but could not be engaged till date are requested to present themselves in person in the office of the DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION DISTRICT WEST-B, G BLOCK VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 110018 for verification of their documents from 11.11.2014 to 13.11.2014 (10:30AM to 01:30 PM) along with all the original documents and a set of Self attested copies in support of their educational qualifications( year wise mark sheets and degree/ provisional), experience, caste certificate( if applicable) , copy of on-line application, recent passport size photograph and an ID Proof.

- In case of an OBC candidate, only those candidates will be considered who have a valid OBC certificate issued by competent authority of the GNCT of Delhi.

- Verification of documents does not ensure engagement as Guest Teacher.

- Engagement will be made strictly on the basis of merit in respective category and availability of the vacancy in the particular subjects (Gender wise).

Kamlesh Kaur Chauhan
DDE (WEST-B)

- OS (IT) is requested to upload the notice on MIS and public portal.